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Board Of Directors Report
Results from an article published in the April newsletter requesting volunteers to assist in responding to
inquiries from members and the general public about
antique telephones were very disappointing, with only
a few members responding.
When the ATCA moved to Abilene, one of our
commitments to the Museum of Independent Telephony was that we would provide resource
assistance to the museum in appreciation of the
privilege to co-locate our office with the museum, a
commitment we have as yet not lived up to. We also
have a need to furnish resource assistance to our
own members. Both the ATCA and the museum
receive frequent inquiries from the public which must
be answered, hopefully with helpful information.
Any member .wishing to assist in this worthwhile
program is requested to advise the ATCA office of
your specific area[s] of interest and/or expertise
which you would be willing to share with others. The
resulting list will be made available to both the
museum and ATCA members. Please indicate the
specific type of questions you feel best qualified to
respond to so inquiries can be directed to those most
knowledgeable to the related subject matter. Some
examples are: specific manufacturers, magnetos,
transmitters, history, acoustic phones, candlesticks
related items, etc.

"In Days of Old When a Man Was Told to Publish
Decree. He Rode About and Shouted Out the

a

Things He Had to Tell."

In days of old when a man was told
To publish a decree,
Ile hopped a steed and put on speed,
As quickly as could be.
He rode about and shouted out,
The things he had to tell,
And if a hundred men were thus informed
He was doing very well.
But that crude way would never pay
In these more modern times,
When one may preach and his voice
reach
A dozen different climes.
A little spark comes through the dark
Upon a little wire,
Its meaning read and the news is spread
That set the world afire.

LARRY SACHERICH, #916, Greensburg, PA wants to

Let's have a good response.
Al Farmer
ATCA Board Chairman

pass on to our members that the ATCA logo on the
front of the newsletter envelope makes great dial card
inserts.

NEWS VIEWS
WHY AN EXCITING ARTICLE ON
MEMBERSHIP?
WHY NOT!!!

As a charter member of the ATCA I would
like to share a few of my experiences, which
reflect my continued membership in our
Antique Telephone Collectors Assn., since
joining. My first several months as an ATCA
member proved somewhat awkward as
whether or not I should tell others of the
ATCA, lest they join and find out my sources
for rare phones and telephone parts.

It later appeared to me what a selfish
attitude I was displaying. I was to quickly
find out the clique' "The more the merrier."
Consider you would go to the Spring Show
only to find four or five members in
attendance. There would NOT be the vast
opportunities afforded that a packed auditorium full of rare phone goodies would have
provided you with endless chances for trades
and sales. Share the good news of ATCA
membership. If you're still not convinced our
club is the greatest, consider a few more
comments. I have made many, many new and
lasting friendships through our fellowship
and have shared hundreds of hours
exchanging our knowledge and experiences
on refinishing, rewiring, repairing, locating
parts and phones. If you become weary of
traveling through hundreds of antique stores
and flea' markets without even an old phone
part, don't despair. Take advantage of your
ATCA membership and use our newsletter to
trade buy and sell. Attend, when possible,
the shows Spring, Fall, and Regional.

Now for the closer: Since membership in
the ATCA I have been blessed with the
opportunity of purchasing five entirely
different....tandem, vanity, cast iron, oak and
walnut silver dollar paystations, ALL
obtained from ATCA members. Please share
the opportunities of membership with your
friends. In doing so you will help continue
passing on our great "communications"
history and our hobby -- ANTIQUE TELEPHONE COLLECTING.
Dick Erickson
ATCA Board Director

IS WORLD'S FIRST TELEPHONE ON CAMPBUS AT
DELAWARE?

The Beeghley Library on the Ohio, Wesleyan_
University campus has, buried among the department's
old books, artworks and artifacts, a crude telephonic
device that predates Alexander Graham Bell's patent
for the telephone by ten years. The device, which uses
the same permanent magnet receiver patented by Bell,
was produced by Amos Emerson Dolbear, an 1866
graduate of Ohio Wesleyan.

Historical documents at the university contend it was
during Dolbear's final year at the college that he
transmitted the first telephonic words, "can you hear
me?" from the basement to the upper floor of
Thompson Chapel, which has been replaced with
Slocum Library.

A typed biography of Dolbear by an unknown author
says Dolbear, who died in 1910, received his early
education in Vermont and came to Ohio Wesleyan in
1863 because he felt a college education was necessary
to his success in life. He received his doctorate from
the University of Michigan in 1888 and went on to teach
science at several universities.

Besides his "invention" of the telephone, Dolbear did
some of the earliest work in radio transmission and
held U.S. patents on a device for wireless transmissions
that predate the Guglielmo Marconi radio.

Dolbear contended that Bell's telephone was produced after the two men became briefly acquainted in
the early 1870's. The OWU graduate said in his autobiography that Bell went to Washington to patent the
telephone despite Dolbear's written and spoken
protests. The case over the invention was taken to the
U.S. Supreme Court by Dolbear, but the court decided
in favor of Bell.

DEE WILLETT, #903, Bakersfield, CA would like to

invite you to a regional show in Bakersfield, October
9th and 10th. There will be insulators, telephones,
signs, bottles, stocks and bonds, postcards, rustics, and
antiques. Their last show had 97 sale tables, and 23'"
displays. 8,000 people passed through the doors in
three days. Call or write DEE for information: 8500
Kern Canyon Rd., Bakersfield, CA 93307 Tel: 805-3278275.

Article of the Month
THE TELEPHONE RECEIVER.
The Bell Single Pole.—In the later type of receiver Dr. Bell aimed at a design which would embrace
several mechanical advantages, as well as all of the electrical necessities required by an instrument manufactured for commercial purposes. Such a receiver should
be small, compact, solid, able to withstand rough usage,
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easy to repair, and convenient to handle. All of these
demands are realized in this later type which is shown
in Fig. 50.
The magnet M M is built up of two pairs of permanently magnetized steel bars placed with their like poles
together. Soft iron pieces, P and B, are clamped between the ends of these magnets. The piece at P projects from the end of the magnet, and forms the core
of a solenoid, consisting of silk insulated No. 36, B. & S.,
wire wound on a spool. The magnet and the solenoid
are encased in a hard rubber tube composed of three
parts, B, E, and 1). Between B and E is clamped a
soft iron diaphragm which is about two and one-fourth
inches in diameter and one one-hundredth of an inch
from the end of the core of the solenoid. The core B is
fastened to the shell by means of the tail piece D,
through which the screw C passes in to the soft iron B.
Two brass binding posts, S and S', are fastened to the
tail piece I), to which are soldered two large copper
wires extending from the posts to the solenoid A A'
where they are soldered to the fine magnet wire.
Such a receiver has proved to be very efficient and
extremely sensitive; indeed, so much so, that very little
improvement has been made in this type, although all
the other parts of telephonic apparatus have been radically changed. It seems rather remarkable that the
first design of an instrument as important as Bell's receiver should undergo so little change. Most of the
changes that have been made in receiver designs are
more mechanical than electrical in their nature.

51.

THE BELL. RECEIVER.

The Bell Bi-Polar Receiver.—In this form of
receiver which has entirely superseded the old single
pole type, the magnetic system consists of a two bar
magnet M M, fastened with opposite poles together.
Fig. 51.
A soft iron block completes the magnetic circuit at
one end of this system and allows the lines of force to
pass from one bar to the other
without going through the air. At
the other end of the system, the
poles are separated by two flat
pole pieces, P P, and by .a piece of
brass A, of peculiar shape, which
will be better understood by reFro. 52.
ferring to Fig. 52. This piece of
brass is threaded on its outer surface and engages the
threads in the shell E of the instrument to which it
fastens the magnetic system. A flange V fits against
the shoulder F of the shell and regulates the distance
between the diaphragm and the magnetic system.
A pin C, which passes through the flange of one of
the limbs of the magnetic collar and enters the shell
of the receiver, prevents any relative motion between
the shell and the magnetic system. The diaphragm is
clamped between the shell and the ear piece B, in a
manner similar to that explained in the single pole
receiver.
The tail piece D slips over the shell E and is firmly
held in place by the large center screw to which is attached a ring R for fastening the receiver cords. This
screw enters the soft iron block and rigidly holds the
tail piece to the magnetic system. Two binding posts
S S are fastened to the tail piece D from which two
heavy insulated wires lead to the forward part of the
instrument N N where they are soldered to the terminals of the spool. The space between the magnets is
filled with lead in order to give the instrument weight

Article of the Month
and stability. It will be seen that a difference in the
relative expansion of the metal and rubber parts of this
instrument will not cause the distance between the diaphragm and the pole pieces to vary greatly, since the
magnetic system is fastened to the rubber part at a point
E, which is near the diaphragm.
The Stromberg-Carlson Receiver.—This
receiver, which has long been on the market and is well
known, has many very desirable features and has stood
the test of time well. The magnetic system consists of
the steel bar U bent into the horseshoe form, Fig. 53,
the ends of the poles being separated by the pole pieces
M M and a small block of brass, they being fastened

receiver, which was designed to meet the requirements of
the trade in regard to all-rubber instruments, has no
particular improvement upon the type just described,
excepting that it has no exposed metal .parts. In this

together by the screws S and S. The base of the instrument consists of a heavy brass casting T, to which the
magnetic system is fastened.
A metallic cap 0, in which the diaphragm and ear
piece are fastened, fits over the end of the base of the
instrument. This cap contains two sets of threads;
those at the forward end are for receiving the screw
threads of the ear piece, while those at the rear engage
the threads of the base piece and also serve to engage
a brass ring N, which holds the diaphragm rigidly
against the shoulder of the cap. It will be readily seen

FIG. 54. THE STROMBERG-CARLSON RECEIVER.
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The Stromberg-Carlson New Type.—This

receiver we find the usual horseshoe magnet made by
bending one piece of steel into this form, the two poles
being fastened together by a screw at P, and separated
by the two pole pieces and a piece of non-magnetic
metal. The base of the instrument consists of a heavy
piece of metal B, to which are. fastened the shell and ear
piece. The inside of this base is threaded at S and receives the collar supporting the magnetic system, as
shown in Fig. 54.
The receiver cords are brought through the shell and
separated at the magnet C, and, after passing down
each side of this, are fastened to the lugs which are
separated by a hard rubber block L. Wires run from
the lugs to the forward part of the instrument and are
connected to the terminals of the spools.
The Kellogg Receiver.—This receiver is very
similar in many respects to the Bell Bi-Polar receiver.
The magnets M and M, are solid steel, three and onehalf inches long, bolted together with a fiat tail piece E

FIG. 68. THE STROMBERG-CARLEON RECEIVER.

that this arrangement will cause a very accurate and
sensitive adjustment of the receiver. After the cap has
been screwed upon the base of the instrument to such
a distance as required by a sensitive adjustment, it is
held in this position by means of the lock ring L, which
is firmly screwed forward against the cap piece and
given a permanent set which prevents motion between
the latter and the base piece.
The hard rubber shell C is screwed into the base piece
and thus protects the magnetic system. The receiver
cords are brought through the end of the shell and then

fastened to brass lugs E, which are held to the magnet
by means of screws and the hard rubber block separatino. them. Wires lead from these lugs forward, where
they are attached to the magnet coils B. This receiver
keeps its adjustment perfectly and has the advantage
of being fool proof.

FIG 66. THE KELLOGG RECEIVER.

at one end, and a head piece P, with two soft iron pole
pieces (shown in full black) at the other. The head
piece P is of non-magnetic metal, and has a flange R
that forms a base against which the rubber shell is
fastened. A shoulder in the shell allows the base to be
fastened to it by four screws similar to the one shown
at R, which passes into the shell, the recess in the shell
for the reception of the ends of the bolts shown in the
cut being placed between the points at which the screws
occur. The coils placed on the pole pieces are wound

with No. 36 wire, and terminate in rubber covered wire
which leads to the heavy wires running to the end of

\me'
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the receiver, as shown by the heavy dotted line along
the axis of the figure. After passing through a block
of hard rubber, which is fastened to the tail piece by
screws, the wires are soldered to two lugs T, which, in
turn, are fastened to the binding screws S and S. The
ends of the receiver cord are passed through the hole
in the end cap and then fastened to the binding screws.
The space between the magnets is filled with lead L, to
give the receiver weight and stability. The two lugs
shown by dotted rectangles help very much in making
the metallic system fit into the shell snugly.
This receiver has no exposed metal parts and fills the
requirements of those who object to exposed metal, on
account of the liability of shocks. It is also non-adjustable, and must be properly adjusted in the factory before being sent out. Since the base of the metallic part

Fit;. 58.

been largely imported into this country.

The American Electric Receiver.—The magnetic system in this receiver is similar to those just
described and consists of a steel bar magnet bent into

FLO. 57.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC RECEIVER.

the horseshoe form. The poles of this magnet are
separated by two flat pole pieces, P and P', and a
casting of non-magnetic metal, C', they being held together by the bolt S. The casting C, is bell shaped; the
body of the bell forming a base which carries the whole
magnetic system. The magnet spools are carefully insulated by pieces of fibre which are at some distance
from the ends of the steel bar forming the magnet.
Upon the edge of the bell shaped base is a shoulder
which fits against the receiver shell E, and against

THE ERICSSON RECEIVER.

of the receiver is fastened to the shell at the point near
the diaphragm, an unequal amount of expansion between the two parts will not affect the distance between
the diaphragm and the pole pieces, hence temperature
changes do not interfere with the operation of this
receiver.
The Ericsson Receiver.—The base of this receiver consists .of a large brass casting B, having two
sets of threads cut upon its outer surface to which the
shell and ear piece are fastened. The magnetic system
is c o mposed of a horseshoe magnet M M, the poles of
which are separated by two pole pieces I' P' and a
rectangular piece of brass D.
Between the ends of the poles and the magnet spools
is placed a brass disc E. This disc is rigidly screwed
to the base piece B, by means of two screws, thus making
the entire magnetic system of the receiver dependent
upon the base piece for support. Two sets of threads
in the base piece carry the ear cap and the shell of the
instrument. The diaphragm C is fastened against the
base- B by the ear piece, and any relative expansion
between the rubber and metal parts does not interfere
with the adjustment of this instrument. The receiver
cords are brought through the tail piece T, which consists of a button of hard rubber screwed into the end
of the receiver shell. The ends of the cords are then
passed to either side of the magnet to brass clips, separated by an insulating block. Attached to the insulated
block are the wires W, which lead to the magnet spools.
This receiver is extensively used in Europe and has

FIG. 58.

THE SWEDISH-AMERICAN RECEIVER.

which the diaphragm is placed and held in position by
means of the ear piece. The receiver cords are brought
through the ends of the shell and fastened to the lugs
L, on either side of the magnet, from which insulated
wires extend to the forward part of the instrument and
are fastened to the magnet coils.

The Swedish-American Receiver. —The magnet
of this receiver also consists of a steel bar bent in the
horseshoe form, the poles being separated by the two
pole pieces and fastened together by two bolts P P,
which are counter sunk into the magnet bars. The
metal cup F, is fastened against the end of the magnet
and forms the real base of the instrument. The magnet,
coils and cup are all enclosed in the metal sheet H, to
which the rubber portion is attached. The diaphragm
is clamped to the metal cup F by the ear piece when
the latter is screwed to the outer frame H. The receiver
cords, after being brought through the tail piece, end
in metal tips E, and are secured by two binding posts
S, separated by an insulating block C. From these
posts, wires lead to the magnet coiLs where they are
attached. This receiver is very attractive in form and
has proved very efficient.

REMINDERS FROM ATCA OFFICE
PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS TO YOUR PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES TO YOUR
MEMBERSHIP LIST:
MEMBERSHIP LIST:
JAMES MELKA, #962, 842 Elgin Ave., rear house, Forest
Park, IL 60130 Tel: 312-771-7846

RICHARD d'AUTREMONT, #970, 2742 Newport Ave.,
Omaha, NE 68112 Tel: 402-453-0495
THOMAS GUENIN, #971, 307 S. Hambden St., Chardon,
OH 44024, Tel: 216-285-4931
JOHN HICKMAN, #972, 2307 Goff Ave., Clarksburg, WV
26301 Tel: 304-622-0970
DOUGLAS MARTENS, #973, 1045 S. Highland Ave., Oak
Park, IL Tel: 312-386-5686
R.E. TOWERS, #974, 2500 Algonquin Rd. #4, Rolling
Meadows, IL 60008 Tel: 312-394-3411
WILLIAM WOOLSEY, #975, 840 E. Foothill, Monrovia,
CA Tel: 213-357-4805
PATRICK BARRETT, #976, 240 Teresa Dr., Largo, FL
33540 Tel: 813-585-1160
SCOTT FISHKIN, #977, 8256 N. Keating, Skokie, IL 60076
Tel: 312-679-4817
JOE RACE, #978, Box 143, Peshtigo, WI 54157
F.T. LUTKA, #979, 36 Hartsdale Dr., Weston, Ontario,
Canada M9R 2S5 Tel: 416-244-4666
PHILLIPPS WHTTEHOUSE, &980, 67511 W. Almar Ln. St.
Clairsville, OH 43950 Tel: 614-695-3586

DEE WILLETT, #903, 8500 Kern Canyon Road, SP. 110
GLENN MILLER, #305, 525 Williamsburg UT. suite E.
Wooster, OH 44691 Tel: 216-264-9593

THOMAS ADAMS, #213, 420 Quarterman Dr., Savannah,
GA 31405 Tel: 912-897-6723

VINCENT BRADLEY, #857, Tel: 213-789-4752

Please make a note of the new ATCA mailing address
and phone number:
Antique Telephone Collector's Association
Box 94, 412 South Campbell Street
Abilene, Kansas 67410
Telephone [011 913-263-1757 or 913-263-7153

Advertising rates are five cents per word, with a
minimum of $1. Pictures are $4. per photo. Display ads
are $30 for 1/4 page, $55 for 1/2 page and $100. for full
page. All ads should reach the ATCA office by the
tenth of the month, including payment.

Pole Trailer on the Road—A Three-ton White Truck With Loaded Trailer Attached Proceeding to Job. With Holes Already
Opened, It Will be a Simple Matter to Erect Derrick and Dispose of This Load.

ADVERTISEMENTS
GERALD LINDSTROM, #569, 575 7th St., Pine City, MN
55063, Tel: 612-629-6414

MITCHELL SOROKA, #662, 1514 Fernwood-Glendale
FOR SALE
Swedish American O.S.T. receiver like on #50 desk set Rd., #304, Spartanburg, SC 29302 Tel: 803-585-3169
FOR SALE OR TRADE
pg. 508 $100. ❑ Sterling CB wall phone pg. 503 H no
receiver $150. ❑ S.C. non dial candlestick $85. W.E. "Beehive" /"Booby" bells ❑ Porcelain mouthpieces ❑ Dean steel mouthpiece ❑ W.E. payphone trans❑ Marked 5 bar Century generator like pg. 413 $50.
mitter mount ❑ W.E. magneto box, empty $4. ❑ E-1
handset $14.
All plus postage.

ADVERTISEMENTS
FRED RIECK, #336, Rt. 1, Box 492, Redhook, NY 12571,
Tel: 914-756-2503
FOR SALE
Toffler" C/S, 11 button, pedestal base, outside switch
hook, turned neck, transmitter is missing nameplate, in
brass $300. ❑ Century splitshaft C/S, damaged cup
adapter, missing TX guts and bottom cover, in brass
$150. ❑ Long pole shell and cap
WANTED
31/2" long Viaduct mouthpiece

EKKEHART WILLMS, #697, 137 W. 40th Ave., San
Mateo, CA 94403, Tel: 415-349-4050
FOR TRADE AND SALE
Transmitter face plates, all marked: Stanley and
Paterson, Deveau black $25, nickel $35. ❑ Deveau Tel.
Mfg., Brooklyn nickel $35. ❑ 311 W.E. nickel $30.
❑ L.W. Cleveland, Portland, Maine nickel $30.
❑ Another unmarked $20. ❑ Eureka Nickel $40.
❑ American Elec., Chicago SSK and back cup, polished
brass $35. 0Stromberg-Carlson and back cup nickel
$35. ❑ Swedish-American, Stockholm and back cup $35.
❑ 11 digited A-E dial trade for 3-4 H W.E. dials
❑ Edison cylinder, Cohen on the telephone $12.
❑ Edison glass battery complete with embossed lid,
element (chemicals in bag) bag marked Edison oil 7"
dia x 10" high 1909 $75. ❑ embossed lid only $10.
❑ Receivers all marked: Deveau, solid 1900 $45., Dean
Flectric metal $35., Swed. American $35., NorthernAmerican $35., American-Electric $35., Leich Electric
$35., Chicago Satisfied $35., Buffalo, NY $35. ❑ Plus
Parcel Post on All

NORMAN MULVEY, #379, 1 Rudolf Lane, Norwalk, CT
06851 Tel: 203-853-7794
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Various telegraph items (early), i.e. 1870 Charles
Chester key combo-key, sounder nWalnut round string
phone $200. ❑ Chicago CTPFF oak 100°/o $175. ❑ W.E.
walnut 312-S F.B. near mint $350. ❑ 0ak Blake box
intercom Manhattan 1894-no transmitter guts $100.
❑ 3-box pine backboard, walnut top box, walnut center
box, no battery box, nice long pole, 1880's, $600. DW.E.
walnut 3-jug backboard and lower battery box $100.
WANTED
C.W. Williams top box ❑ Pheonix walnut top box, see
photo ❑ Black 2-bar chain drive mag 2 bolt ❑ Davis &
Watt top box DW.E. walnut backboard 3-box 03
marked or unmarked Bell Blake transmitters.
FOR TRADE
1880's N.E.T.T. walnut Blake top box mint OW.E. long
pole's ❑ Fancy Dean orator walnut F.B. near mint, no
mag., for C.W. Williams or Davis & Watts top box see
p. 171 "C"

DAN GOLDEN, #250, 1030 Robin Hill Dr., San Marcos,
CA 92069, Tel: 714-744-9393
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Will trade wooden telephone booths outdoor "Guard
Shack" type and indoor oak for original black W.E. dial
C.S. phones or common? Also have "boom" type switchboards, vanity set and etc. for trade. Also want
common wall phones originals.

JERRY WILHELMI, #132, 5811 Walmer, Mission, KS
66202, Tel: 913-677-4862
FOR SALE OR TRADE
W.E. Pony rec., 0.T., very good cond. $65. ❑ Burns long
pole rec., had tiny chip in shell, otherwise in exc. cond.
$230. ❑ Southwestern Bell blue paperweight, mint cond.
brass dial candlestick, original black
finish, excellent operational condition $140. ❑ Large
lighted telephone sign, in shape of a bell, made of
Lexan, size is 28x29, and is complete with fixture very
scarce around KS $150. ❑ American Electric 6 round
bar mag. $55. or trade for porcelain sign.

WALTER DIAMOND, #612, 2930 Cravey Dr., Atlanta,
GA 30345 Tel: 404-939-1879
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1 S.C. brass case rcvr. replica handle $18. ❑ S.C. ringer
box, oak, metal nameplate, coil and bells $36. 01 mag
box, oak, 3 bar chrom mag (each bar 1 1/4" wide) and
crank, mfg. by the Williams Electric Co., Cleveland,
Ohio $56. ALL PLUS UPS

ADVERTISEMENTS
BOB SNOUFFER, #265, El Rancho Traders, Box 347,
Salome, AZ 85348, Tel: 602-859-3633
FOR SALE
Gray Paystation catalog reprint and Steve Hilsz
compilation of earlier history and 12 patent drawings,
both for $3.50 ❑ E-1 handset and original parts flyer
now ready, AND the New Catalogs and price sheets
are finally here from the printer, NO price increases
from the June 1980 sheet, wholesale to Dealers and
ATCA members. ❑ Few of the #7 Grays left $45.
includes door, lock, key, cardframe and backplate, ask
for flyer on #7. DOriginal A-E bottom plates, round
51/2" dia. Orient to many makes. Reprint of c/s wiring
diagram for this at 2 for 25 cents $1.95 for the plate
and 10°/o off on 10 or more. ❑ Old A-E hooks for $3.50,
c/s switch for $4. Steel orig. dial blanking plates,
35 cents each. NOS 5" A-E dials $2.50 each. Repro Iron
marked S/A faceplates, closeouts $2.50 each.
❑ Original W-E c/s cups fair to good, $4. to $6. ❑ Rare
Kellogg closed top perch and Cup for c/s, $10. Same
cup with Boxwallmount $8.50. ❑ PL68 male plug or dbl.
male 289a 25 cents each D1937 metal case for #302
W-E $7.50 ❑ Old induction coils and Capic's, $1.50 set.
Add for shpg. excess refunded as always.
RENE RONDEAU, #876, 2131 Union St., #3, San
Francisco, CA 94123, Tel: 415-931-1628 (days) 415-9249132 (eves)
FOR SALE
Strowger 11-hole candlestick with Red Cross glass
mouthpiece. All original $1500.

BOB WHITE, #628, 4560 Darcelle Dr., Union City, CA
94587, Tel: 415-471-6937
WANTED
All orig. nickel W.E. parts (1) face plate W.E. Co. 250
and (1) ,250,; (1) pair of gongs for type 293A wall phone
(1) marked cup Pro. of Am. Tel & Tel w/o hole in back
for C/S. ❑ Metal condenser, w/pat. date before 1908,
for W.E. type 124A wall phone.

JAMES BARR, #350, 18 Nostrand Ave., Selden, Long Is.,
NY 11784, Tel: 516-732-6787
FOR SALE
each ❑ U.S. Army signal corps
$45.
phones
field
Pair
$75. ❑ Single Field Phone $45.
West)
radio trans. (Mae
EE-8-B ❑ 1 Auto-Elec. U.S. Navy WW II metal wall
phone $45.

JOHN SULLIVAN, #547, 925A Lincoln Drive, Ellsworth
AFB, SC 57706 Tel: 605-923-5544
FOR SALE
*LARGE TELEPHONE COLLECTION*
Candlesticks, single boxes, double boxes, 202s etc. Send
SASE for listing and price.
DEE WILLETT, #903, 1930 Lucky St., Bakersfield, CA
93307, Tel: 805-327-8275
WANTED
Glass insulators, one or a collection DSpecial wants
are H.G. Co/Petticoat marked insulators, Pyrex marked
items.

RON CHRISTIANSON, #822, 5315 Caves Highway, Cave
Junction, OR 97523, Tel: 503-592-4123
TRADE
Primitive wood
11x11 Pacific Telephone & Tel. sign
receiver (exc. cond.) ❑ Ornate triplewide 2 box with
long pole DWestern Construction 2 box with long pole.
FOR SALE
Assorted small steel interphones ❑ Original steel phone
booth roofs ❑ 4x26 porcelain bell signs ❑ Switchboard
cords
WANTED
Select-o-phone faceplate and receiver ❑ McKinley
phone ❑ Candlesticks D Any top loader ❑ Any single
tandem
TOM VAUGHN, #765, 1495 Lupine Drive, Santa Rosa,
CA 95401, Tel: 707-576-0130
WANTED
marked receiver ❑ Telephone
North
❑
Ext. bell boxes
catalogs DMianus (FARR) compact phone p. 238
❑ Small wood intercom phone, square type without lots
of buttons

EXT. BELL B0)
WANT6D
TOM VAUGI

NICK ZERVOS, #629, 1673 85th St., Bklyn, NY 11214,
Tel: 212-331-2690 after 7 P.M. E.S.T.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Munson wall phone ❑ FARR oak 2 box with o.t. rec.
EStrowger 11 hole wall phone

WANTED
Candlesticks, will trade above items for candlesticks I
don't have.

EXTENSION BELL

